HOME COUNCIL NOTES - 4/20/00

1) **Open House Critique:**
   A. Plenty of food leftover, but better to have too much than too little;
   B. It had a good impact on Doug; he’s friendlier than he has been;
   C. When you’re a greeter, it’s good to stay fluid & turn people over to someone else to stay available to greet others;
   D. Could possibly rotate greeters, but it went well the way it was done;
   E. Good to direct them right away to the terrace via a sign in the front of the house.
   F. People got confused with the parking situation. Should have had a sign at the acre “Park here”. Maybe park our cars by the workshop & use the acre for overflow rather than the main parking;
   G. Might be good to do something every 6 months (BBQ, etc.) for the neighbors

2) **Announcement** that FCF still needs 2 more secretaries and a web site person

3) **IVM Fellowship on Saturday:**
   A. People go in own vehicle teams. Mark on chalkboard who’s going in what vehicle & what time vehicle is leaving
   B. Mari will be in charge of items needed to bring (chips, cups, dessert enough for all)
   C. Can come any time, but if we’re there for lunch, need to bring our own. Dinner will be at 5 p.m. Agreed to eat lunch here then go so morning can be free for work.
   D. Dawnie has a map for directions.

4) **Announcement:** Sara Ireland & possibly Darren and/or Marie will come sometime next week for a day & possibly a night.

5) **Announcement:** Dawnie will be making a check for Tim & Deb on Monday, so if anyone wants to contribute towards their needed schoolbooks, be sure to give her the funds before then.

6) **Prayer** & time of hearing from the Lord for Larry’s trip (leaving Sunday, returning Friday)